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Setting Up a Charity Web Presence 

This document is about using free stuff on the web to enable publicity for a 
small business or charity. The intellectual property of this paper is intended to 
be freely available not for profit. In other words, you may use these ideas for 
your charity, but you may claim neither exclusive use nor ownership of this 
material, nor use it for profit without permission of Steve Weeks, the owner. 
 
Everything that is described here has been tested in real, but small, websites. 
 
v4 © Steve Weeks 2013 http://steveweeks.wordpress.com  
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Process, People, & Technology 

When I am presenting a “technical solution” in a PowerPoint, I try to 
remember that it should be made up of three things: Process, People, & 
Technology. The purpose, and the structure, of this document is to ask these 
three questions: 
 

• “WHAT are we going to DO?”; 
• “WHO is going to do it?”; 
• “HOW to get this done?”. 

 
The last part involves choosing and using web resources (free if possible) but 
we must ask the first two questions to know what features are needed to 
support a small charity, and what skills we have to operate the solution. 

Implementation & Replication 

This document was prepared keeping in mind the specific requirements of 
International Teams UK. ITUK is a “parent” charity organisation that supports 
many small missionary charities working with refugees all around the world. At 
the time ITUK wanted to assist these charities in setting up and running an 
improved web presence. 
 
This means that the following discussions might be applied to either a single 
or a two-tier organisation. The central organisation might seek to fund 
ownership of the technical design, and to recommend, oversee or implement 
initial set-up. The set-up and user documentation could be from a “template” 
design to save effort and ensure co-operation between the web facilities. The 
efficiencies are obvious! 
 
The central organisation might then train the distributed organisations to do 
their own content management. However, ongoing centralised services might 
be used improve on “copy” to ensure best practice in communications.  
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Some aggregation might also be possible to compile best stories from satellite 
organisations into the ITUK website, and to encourage supporters to see the 
entire family of ITUK charities from any website as a starting point. 
 
However, a single organisation might want the same characteristics in a 
single web-site. If it’s easy to replicate, then it should be easy to set up in the 
first place. And even if you don’t use my recommended free hosting service of 
WordPress, a differently hosted website integrated with Facebook and Twitter 
could still implement the same communication plan. 

Communication Plan 

Audiences 
Before we “publish” anything on the web, we should always ask, “Which 
audience is reading this?” and then use the appropriate channel. We have 
four external audiences who need different information: 
 
Supporters:  

Provide prayer, money, time, and attend meetings; 
 
Explicit Subscribers:  
Have explicitly asked to receive our news  
(and might participate in discussions 
 and might become supporters); 
 
Informal Readers: 
Often notice our news  
(and might become explicit subscribers); 
 
Future Followers: 
The rest of the world includes many people who might like to join our readers, 
subscribers, or supporters. 

Types of Information 

Reference Information 

We must provide and maintain correct information about the charity, and this is 
kept on the web site, for example: www.thereishopemalawi.org 
If I am new to the charity, I want to learn what everybody knows. This is the 
stuff that does not change at all, such as our history, our mission, values and 
goals.  
 
Above all, the website is where people promote themselves to readers, and 
from readers to subscribers, and from subscribers to supporters. The website 
is where passers by should be invited to, “Click Here to Follow Us!”. 
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Status Information 

Some long-term stuff changes slowly and progressively and readers want the 
“latest state” rather than the “latest news”. This might include the current 
status of a three-year plan to gather money, build a dispensary, and equip it 
with nurses and medication supplies. What are the critical issues? What have 
we overcome in the past? Are we on track? 

News Items 

Once a month, we send an email to Supporters listing recent activity and 
personal news, and stating special needs for prayer or practical support. This 
is currently sent by email to a distribution list. It could also be added to the 
Facebook Group, or put in a Google Doc 

Discussion 

Ideally we interact with our supporting community. If there is no interaction, 
then it’s not really a community. Facilitating discussion between them and us, 
and especially between “them and them”, is the first step to create a supporter 
community. 

Types of Messaging (Media) 

Website 

As we said, websites are perfect for permanent reference information. They 
can also store news and discussion. But we know our audiences will rarely 
visit us, so we need to prompt them with pointers on Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, etc., teasing with tantalising headings of great stories. 

Blogs 

If we build our website using WordPress then we can easily include a Blog on 
a page in the same website, best of all, the front page. But how will people 
know there is something to read? Are we going to send them an email? Well, 
maybe, but only with headlines inviting you to visit the Blog. 

Email 

However, email is not dead. Email does not have the “viral” advantage of 
social networking, in that it invites followers to, “read this”, but not so 
effectively to, “share this”. But email is great for reaching willing subscribers, 
especially if they distrust and avoid Social Networking. So, we may well want 
to send mass emails to a distribution list or group. Sadly that results in getting 
shut down by the free servers that are watching out for sources of spam. 
MailChimp is one of the free solutions to this problem. It also builds a 
database of people who want to hear from us directly, integrates with Google 
Apps, SurveyMonkey, and much more. 

Feed Readers 

A feed reader allows users to see what’s happening everywhere. They give 
the feed reader a list of websites to watch, and then they see a list of 
everything that has changed each day.  Facebook is a kind of “feed reader” 
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personalised to track your friends and groups (and “pages”, which are “web 
sites inside Facebook”). Twitter is a feed that tracks tweeters that you follow.  
 
So, our web site will support feed readers. More importantly, every time we 
post a blog story we will also post a tweet and a Facebook status that points 
BACK to the story in the blog in the website.  
 
There are many ways to integrate Twitter and Facebook into WordPress. 
http://en.support.wordpress.com/?s=+twitter+integration 

More about Blogs 

Web-Logs, or “Blogs” are perfect for our needs. The “Newsletter” concept is 
no longer workable as a primary medium. Seriously, should missionaries use 
a publishing tool to format a document with Microsoft Publisher and email it as 
a PDF file? Are supporters going to print it and stick it to the fridge with a 
magnet? In the 21st century we read information in sound-bites, snippets, and 
headlines.  
 
A Blog website IS the newsletter. It has exactly the same content, namely a 
series of short stories each with a headline, a catchy opening sentence, 
illustrated by a picture. (Except the picture can be a movie, and the story at 
the top is always, automatically, the latest story, and the story doesn’t use up 
your printer ink.) 
 
Blogs are designed for occasional story telling. The oldest stories are 
automatically demoted and archived but not lost. The newest stories are 
automatically promoted to the front page. 
 
Blogs are free, even the spectacular WordPress.com. Even when we want to 
upgrade to a more functionally rich (and expensive) platform, we can get the 
editing software free from Wordpress.org and host it professionally on a 
rented server. 
 
WordPress.com allows you to create “Pages” which each have their own 
content and don’t move. All of the pages can be accessed from a menu which 
stays at the top of the page (usually the top). WordPress.com allows you to 
create “Posts” which appear on one of the pages which is the Blog. This page 
constantly changes, but that’s what a blog is supposed to do!  
 
Importantly, the Blog Page can be, but does not have to be the front page. It’s 
very helpful to understand Posts and Pages to be able to discuss using 
WordPress. 
 
Every Blog item invites readers to participate in relevant discussion. The 
content owner can “moderate” the discussion, so we can censor unhelpful 
commentators. The readers can engage with each other and with the authors. 
We have “Community”. 
 
WordPress is beautifully integrated with Twitter and Facebook. Your Twitter 
stream can be echoed on the WordPress website front page to keep it fresh 
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and alive. Also, your new posts to WordPress can be automatically 
announced on Twitter (and Facebook?). 

More about RSS Feeds vs. Twitter & Facebook 

Facebook shows you (in one place) any new information available from any 
person that you choose to befriend.  
 
RSS “Feeds” show users (in one place) any new information available from 
any website that they choose to follow.  Which is what we want – but 
unfortunately, nobody uses RSS Feeds! 
 
However, Facebook can also show users (in one place) any new information 
available from any Facebook Group or Facebook Page that they choose to 
follow. 
 
The “RSS Feed” is a brilliant idea for computer scientists, but it has never 
caught on with ordinary people. Despite “user-friendly” feed readers such as 
Feedly.com the concept is not popular. Google have just decided to withdraw 
their feed reader. 
 
We definitely still want to have a website, and its formal domain name (e.g. 
www.thereishopemalawi.org) assures the public that we are not a group of 
Facebook users, but a real organisation. 
However, as well as our website, we also can use a Facebook page or 
Facebook group (let’s shorten that to FPG ). This allows us to share the FPG 
with our friends who can “click to like”, or “click to follow”. Bingo, now we have 
a free subscription and feed distribution system. Furthermore, with or without 
our encouragement, our Facebook friends can in turn share their interest and 
next thing, our friends’ friends can “click to like”, or “click to follow”. Now, we 
have a contagious free subscription and feed distribution system. 
 
Whether you create a Facebook Group or a Facebook Page or not, this 
means that every message will have three parts, the headline, the catchy 
opening sentence, the full text, and the illustration. 
 
The full text (always accompanied by a nice picture or movie) is placed in the 
Website. The picture and the headline and maybe the first catchy opening 
sentence are posted to Twitter & FB with an hyperlink to “read more..”.  When 
the reader clicks to read more, they are always, always, always taken to the 
website where they can indeed read more, but then have the opportunity to 
discover the charity, and subscribe to a deeper level of involvement. 
 
To Alert: post pointers to Twitter / FB / Email - with just a link back to the one 
document. 

News Items Blog 

The web site, www.thereishopemalawi.org also has a Blog in it (on the “Latest 
News” page). Readers can click on any article to make a posting on their SN 
accounts in Twitter, FB, and NINE others! Readers can subscribe to an RSS 
Feed for the “Latest News” Blog. (Does anyone use this?). 
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To Alert: people to a newly posted article, we should always post to Twitter and 
FB, and sometimes email our distribution list. 

Micro Blog 

Twitter and Facebook can be posted in a single shot using Tweetdeck from a 
PDA or using a PC Browser. This is a way of us staying visible and supporters 
feeling connected from day to day. It also allows us to announce news and 
events with pointers to the main area. Alerts are implicit and subscriptions are 
self managed by users. We could occasionally remind people by email to 
subscribe directly. 

Types of Data 

Images and Video 

All the above text can sometimes include multimedia. These can be stored 
(“hosted”) on Google Photo and Google Video (YouTube) and either 
referenced by a pointer, or have a player embedded where the single copy of 
the pictures or video can be seen without uploading them to another web site. 

Calendar 

To publicise events and special days, it is possible to embed a free calendar 
into a free WordPress.com website. 
Example:  http://chrisreadmusic.wordpress.com/gigs/ 
How:   en.support.wordpress.com/google-calendar/ 

Audio 

Bandcamp.com is a great way to store audio, be it music or speech. A 
variety of “players” can be easily embedded to allow users to listen directly 
from our website, or download for off-line listening or onward sharing. 
How:   http://en.support.wordpress.com/audio/bandcamp  
Example:  http://ourdadjazzfunkmusic.wordpress.com/ 
Example:  http://steveweeks.wordpress.com/music/music-downloads/ 

Video 

YouTube is also free, and also allows us to embed “players” of all types and 
sizes into WordPress pages and posts. 
Example:  http://ourdadjazzfunkmusic.wordpress.com/movies/ 
We might also refer users to our Video Channel to see our entire collection, 
while highlighting a particular topical video on the page itself. 
Example:  http://chrisreadmusic.wordpress.com/youtube/ 
How:   http://en.support.wordpress.com/?s=embed+youtube 

Files, Maps, and more 

Several free services are available from Google, including documents and 
spreadsheets that can be edited without installing software, securely and 
concurrently by any number of editors, and embedded into the pages of our 
WordPress.com website. 
Example: http://en.support.wordpress.com/?s=Google+docs++integration 
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What must we do? 

Account Checklist 

Before we do anything, we must create accounts for a “ROLE-ID” on all the 
services we’ll need. We should not have any data or service owned by any 
individual. It seems like a pain to have two email addresses instead of one, 
but when the new administrator (jenny.jones@hotmail.com) takes over from 
the old administrator (hugh.smith@yahoo.co.fr) we have a major problem.  
 
If it’s a temporary change, we could give Hugh’s passwords to Jenny. Jenny 
can then manage the business Dropboxes, videos, documents, and emails. 
Jenny can also see Hugh’s personal and/or confidential email. Not good. 
 
If it’s a permanent change, we could transfer all the data from Hugh’s 
Dropboxes, videos, documents, and emails into Jenny’s Dropboxes, videos, 
documents, and emails. Even worse.  
 
The third way is that both Hugh and Jenny can be given the passwords to all 
the services owned by the “ROLE-ID”, mycharity@gmail.com so that the 
Dropboxes, videos, documents, and emails can all stay in one place. Now 
both administrators can get everything, and their personal and/or confidential 
email and data remains separate, and remains personal and/or confidential. 
 
Most of the following resources need secure sign-on before they can be used 
by anyone. In most cases, you want to separate the ownership of personal 
resources and corporate resources. That way, you can hand over or share 
operational duties with another person, without them seeing notes from your 
bank manager or being tempted to post funny things on your Facebook page! 
 
Below is a checklist of all the accounts to be set up with their typical entries 
for an imaginary charity called “Soup For All”. We might keep this in a 
Google doc spreadsheet, and keep it up to date as we collaborate to create 
and maintain the many various accounts that are needed to store our data 
and provide our web services. In this realistic example, the exact same email 
address and User IDs are not used for every service, but the key point is that 
we have a small number of Role-IDs that are passed to each administrator 
and are discrete from their personal IDs and PWs. 
 
Resource URL ID Password 

    

Email Mail.google.com Steve.e.weeks@gmail.com n/a 
    

Google 
Account 

http://google.com/accounts SoupForAll@gmail.com pwSoupSoup 

Email http://mail.google.com Same as Google Account Same 

YouTube www.youtube.com Same as Google Account Same 
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Google 
Docs 

http://docs.google.com 
 

Same as Google Account Same 

Vimeo www.vimeo.com SoupForAllMovies vmSoupSoup 
Facebook Facebook.com/SoupForAll SoupForAll@gmail.com pwSoupSoup 
Twitter http://twitter.com @SoupForAll pwSoupSoup 
WordPress www.WordPress.com SoupForAll wpSoupSoup 
MailChimp Etc Etc Etc 
    
 
Most free resources on the web identify “you” by your email address. 
Therefore we need to each have our own personal email addresses, and we 
need to share access to an admin (or “role”) email address.  Note that you 
may or may NOT want to use that email address to process emails! You might 
prefer to keep your email to your existing personal address, and only use the 
“Admin Email” address for logging on to other services, and for receiving 
admin emails from them, for example resetting passwords. 

Setting Up 

TASK: Create a Wordpress.com blog/website 
Decide if the front page should be a static page, or the actual blog. 
TASK: Create a Twitter Account. 
TASK: Create a Facebook Account, and  
TASK: Add your Facebook “Page” 
 
TASK: Connect our (Wordpress) website with our Social Networking IDs: 

• Install and Authenticate the WordPress app into Facebook; 
• Authenticate the WordPress app with our Twitter account. 

 
We can now make a single action from a smartphone or laptop that adds one 
story with media into the Blog (updating our “live newsletter”) and automatically 
echoes the announcement to our friends (and their friends’ friends,..) across the 
Facebook & Twitterspheres. 
How:  http://en.support.wordpress.com/publicize/ 
 
As the automatically generated statuses and tweets will automatically always 
include a link back to our WP website; that is therefore the place where we 
should enlist new subscribers. Therefore, the next step is: 
 
TASK: Set up the (Wordpress) website to have “Follow Me” options: 

• Follow us on Wordpress (subscribe to our future blog summaries) 
• Follow us on Twitter (subscribe to our future tweets) 
• Follow us on Facebook (subscribe to our future Facebook status updates) 
• “Follow us” on MailChimp (subscribe to our future bulk email-shots) 

 
Every story now cohabits an opportunity for the reader to subscribe via various 
means. For those who eschew social networking, MailChimp subscription allows 
them to simply receive our email, but they self-subscribe to a robust and legal 
system, with no overhead by the administrator. Notice that MailChimp also 
includes possibilities for readers to add themselves to a variety of different lists. 
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In other words, the reader won’t see a single story without seeing three or four 
different ways to subscribe herself for future reading. But readers should also see 
ways of sharing this with their friends, right? 
 
TASK: Set up the WP website to have “Share This” options: 

• Share this via WordPress (reader writes a blog about our blog) 
• Share this via Twitter (reader tweets about our blog) 
• Share this via Facebook (reader publicises our blog with own status) 
• Share this via – etc. these buttons are small & cheap, so,. Orkut et al! 

 
Our Tweets and Facebook Statuses now include automatically-generated 
pointers to our Blog posts (short stories) which should come out roughly every 
two weeks. However, we could also make “MicroBlog” statements on an almost 
daily basis. We can use Tweetdeck on a smartphone to send short messages to 
both Facebook & Twitter in one go, with optional pictures and/or GPS map 
reference embedded. 
 
Therefore we can also use these to keep our WP website fresher and constantly 
changing: 
 
TASK: Add a Twitter feed widget (so the five most recent tweets appear on our 
website front page). Add a Facebook feed widget (so the five most recent 
statuses appear on our website front page).  
How: http://en.support.wordpress.com/widgets/twitter-widget/ 
 
TASK: Finally, set up accounts for Google Docs, Google Images, Vimeo, 
Bandcamp, and anything you need for storing media to be embedded in the 
website. 
 
TASKS: The WP website can have several “static” pages in addition to the one 
“Blog” page, so these can host the above media to support whatever is needed: 
  

• Meet the Team Pages, with Biographies of Aid Workers; 
• a map page to show people how to zoom in on our exotic location with 

Google Earth; 
• a video page with your carefully scripted and edited introductory video, 

and a link to your YouTube “channel”; 
• a picture gallery collecting images from blogs and more; 
• a calendar with important events, or project milestones, perhaps? 
• a downloads page with important PDF documents such as registered 

charity status, trustees reports, UNHCR Commissioning, standing order 
forms and covenanted giving tax declaration forms for donors, etc. 

 
We have done a lot! If all that looks complex, worry not. It only has to be done 
once, and nothing needs any programming skills or even HTML authoring. So 
anyone could learn to do that, working from a “Cheat Sheet” of notes, and 
filling out menus on the internet.  The next part is for operational staff, which 
has other things to do.  
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However, their job is now easier than before. They once published a 
newsletter with several stories on a multipage layout, and then distributed it 
with email to a subscriber list which they maintained themselves.  
 
Now the staff only has to type individual stories, and the newsletter is 
produced automatically, with an up to date version always available and 
always allowing readers to do the subscription management for themselves. 

Regular Operations 

Every month there should be a cycle of operations that ensures we are using 
the systems to send our messages. We want our readers to get messages at 
regular intervals so that they don’t forget us. At the end of the year, supporters 
must renew or increase their standing orders because stories of our ongoing 
good works are always fresh in their minds.  

Reference Information (Pages) 

By its very nature, this should not change often. However, we should always 
try to set everything up to be pro-active so that jobs do not become defined by 
reacting with fixes to complaints and failures. So, let’s have a box to tick once 
a month to check the web site’s reference information for correctness and 
completeness. Often the text that seemed eloquent and valuable at the start 
can look verbose and unclear on reflection, so a regular review can help to 
encourage continuous improvement. 

Regular News (Posts) 

Every month we should post three types of story to keep the interest of all 
audiences. For example: 
 

• Something WE have done (sustaining confidence); 
• Something our SUPPORTERS have done (building community); 
• Something of INTEREST to us all (sustaining interest). 

 
If there is a major event coming up, then we can plan to use the existing 
scheduled slots to promote that information. If there is nothing happening, 
then we use something less topical but relevant.  
 
We do not need to publish a newsletter. Instead we just summarise the recent 
blog items and send them to everyone who wants a “newsletter”. WordPress 
does this automatically. 
 
Each Blog item (“Post”) that we publish in the website has:  
 

• a title; 
• a compelling first line; 
• an embedded picture or media.  

 
The compelling first line is also posted as a Tweet, and as a Facebook status, 
together with an image and a link back to the website for those who wish to 
“read more..”. 
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When you read the full story, you have been pulled in from twitter or FB to the 
website where you always can see in the “sidebar” (and/or menus) an 
invitation to subscribe or support, or at least learn more. 

Other Messaging Tasks 

The initial setup might best be done by technical staff. The story telling would 
best be done by workers in the field. There might then be two jobs to be done 
by non-field workers, to exploit other centralised and/or skilled skills. 

Copy Writing and Editing 

Possibly some people with amazing gifts in aid work are not equally gifted in 
writing, communications, or technology. A volunteer or employee with great 
writing skills could offer to edit titles and text before publishing. Catchy 
headings are irresistible, multiplying “hit rates” and subscribers.  WordPress 
allows for this easily. It provides peer-review systems to get advice from a 
large community that has already volunteered its free service for this task. 
Take it. WordPress also provides a “Draft Mode” in which pages and posts 
alike can be held for co-authoring and release (“Publishing”) by a set of 
securely authenticated co-authors. Pictures can be cropped and brightened, 
text can be tweaked into world-wide punchy English, and headlines can be 
creatively adjusted into snappiness, all before their explosion across the 
Social Networking scene. 

Finding Future Followers 

From time to time every couple of months or so, someone should invest half 
an hour finding “Future Followers” (new contacts): 
 

• Search for Twitter subscribers who use relevant (and/or trending) 
hashtags (#malawi, #soup, #refugees, etc) and follow them. With luck, 
they “follow back”, and we expand our audience of potential 
supporters. Twitter followers can be invited to retweet and recommend 
following @tiHopeMalawi; 

• Email readers can be emailed with MailChimp, suggesting they invite 
friends to subscribe; 

• Facebook friends can be encouraged to invite friends to become group 
members, or “Page Likers” 

• Attracting support or even readership is a simple and measureable task 
that supporters themselves can enjoy. We can actually write posts 
about how many people are reading our posts! This allows us to use 
the classic viral methods to spread the word responsibly to more 
people who genuinely want to read about our work, and eventually 
support it.  

 
Note that every form of subscription mentioned here is legal in the sense that 
we do not generate spam. Every single message we send is received with an 
opportunity for the reader to unsubscribe.  
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Remember also that every pointless, boring, or offensive message is equally 
capable of triggering a lost reader, as is a great message of triggering a new 
reader. 
 
If nobody looks for new followers on a regular basis, then our audience can 
only get smaller over time. 

Who is going to do all this? 

One person might do everything! However, there are some difficult jobs that must 
be done by someone with specialist knowledge, and some jobs that need to be 
done repetitively by someone dedicated to the cause. Here are the roles that we 
will refer to as we go along: 

System (Template) Designer 

The person who comes up with this proposal will be asked questions in future. 
How do we start a new Website? How do I “clone” one website into a second 
one? How do I change ownership of a website to a new webmaster? Can I 
shut down a website? Can I export and merge and import reader lists 
between various subscriber lists? Do we have issues with the UK Data 
Protection Act of 1999? Where can I get skilled help professionally for specific 
components? Where can I get skilled help (but free) for specific components? 
 
And above all, is there a complete set of instructions for using all this. 
As you see, I already embedded pointers to instructions in the help pages of 
WordPress, but a central organisation has to provide this expertise, so that 
these questions can be answered. That together with an online self-helping 
Q&A group for individual webmasters. 
 

Domain Administrator 

This is the title of the person who sets up the NAME of our website and 
arranges for the NAME (which is stored in a “special” website) actually 
redirects readers to our “actual” website. In the case of WordPress.com a 
facility exists (for just $18 per year) to “rename” your site from: 

 
http://SoupForAll.wordpress.com 

to:  
http://SoupForAll.org 

 
The amount of time taken for setting this up is small, an hour, maybe. 
However, if it is done through a complex system, it can take special skills to 
avoid problems. It gets worse when you want to start integrating your email 
into your domain name.  

Webmaster 

This is the title of the person who sets up the website and fixes things when 
they are broken or when changes or improvements are required. Mostly this is 
just menus in WP / TW / FB. A smart person can struggle through and 
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become effective if not efficient in a few months. An experienced person will 
achieve in a couple of hours what could take years for an inexperienced 
person. In other words, it’s not difficult, but there is rather a lot of it, and you 
will benefit from early help and good training. 
 
I set up a complete web site from scratch in 3 hours including the theme, a 
custom menu, embedded media in custom pages, and all the cross-
connections to Twitter and Facebook. Call it half a day. The Facebook page, 
the Twitter account, two email accounts, the YouTube Channel, the 
Bandcamp audio collection, all existed before we started. I have no 
knowledge or experience of building websites using the typical Dreamweaver, 
CSS, HTML, or website hosting. I just have built a handful of WordPress.com 
websites. 
 
Normally, we have to create all these things, and discuss them all. Also the 
owner often wants the home page to be a specific page with graphics, rather 
than the default Blog Page. This can take as long as a week. 

Content Owner 

As we described above, if you can write the text and take a picture, then that 
should take you 15 minutes, or up to an hour, allowing for a little word-
smithing of the message and photoshopping of the image. So half a day per 
month including three messages, and a regular session to inspect the pages, 
moderate the comments, and befriend some potential new followers. 

Federated Websites 

In the case of International Teams (ITUK) there is a “parent organisation” with 
dozens of associated organisations that receive guidance and assistance 
from ITUK. This provides an increased opportunity for efficiencies. 
 
The “System Template Designer” role (described above) can be taken on by 
ITUK. As a result, every new satellite organisation should be more efficient 
and successful in setting up its web presence.  
 
The standardisation of methods across all the associated charities means that 
everyone should be solving the same problems, and becoming able to help 
each other in every case. Having a central owner of a shared process enables 
one designer to make improvements based on the combined experience, and 
each individual organisation benefits from the combined knowledge. 
 
All this depends on the ongoing maintenance of process documentation, 
available to each organisation. 
 
It is Very Easy for ITUK to collect stories from other organisations to feature 
on its own blog. Just press the “Press This” button to copy. This feature 
would also easily allow organisations to feature each other’s blog items, or 
those of ITUK. 
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Badges and Banners 

It is possible for ITUK to provide a small graphic element that could be 
incorporated into every organisation’s website. Like the Facebook badge, it 
would not only click through to the home site, but might also provide current 
micro-blog items of ITUK news. 

Totally Centralised Operation 

If ITUK wanted to take over the entire blogging and messaging operation for 
all the ITUK Organisations (ITUKOs), there are a couple of possibilities 
arising. 
 
All of the organisations will probably already have their own static website, 
though without blogging facilities. ITUK could provide a single ITUK blogsite 
that supports ALL the ITUKOs, and itself. Blogs can be divided into categories 
and the categories accessed through menus that make each category appear 
as a discrete blog. 
Example: http://readinglistforsph.wordpress.com/category/pastors-choice/ 
Example: http://readinglistforsph.wordpress.com/category/book-of-the-series/ 
Example: http://readinglistforsph.wordpress.com/category/readers-choice/ 
 
The same examples above also show a “Word Cloud”. 
This word cloud visually indexes the “tags” applied to all the blog items. 
If all the ITUKOs’ blogs were categories of a single WP Blog, then we could 
build a word cloud allowing readers to be distracted by a cross index of the 
activity of ALL the combined ITUKOs, thus potentially improving ITUK 
publicity. 
 
The trade-off for this would be that a new blog post would generate Twitter 
and Facebook alerts to all followers of all the ITUKOs. (unless individual 
accounts were selected for each post). 
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What’s Needed in Our Web Office? 
 

CONTINUE WRITING HERE  
 
What follows is work in progress. We have described the use of 
WordPress to create simple cheap (free) websites that form the hub of a 
social networking orientated messaging programme. The next step 
would be to describe the use of free online and offline software that 
would enable basic office functions. 

Integrating our domain name into mail and office systems 

To be written.. 

Open Office  

To be written.. 

Google Apps, Docs,  

To be written.. 

Microsoft SkyDrive, et al. 

To be written.. 

Google Mail vs. MailChimp for doing a Mailshot 

There is a system called MailChimp which allows you to maintain a complete 
mailing system with all the featured you need for bulk communications. Here are 
the key features: 

• MailChimp is free up to a threshold of sending 12,000 emails per month to 
2,000 subscribers; 

• Quite Easy to use - good clean web-site; 
• Can import a list of clients names & addresses  

(I already added 700 clients for Formation); 
• Sends classy professional graphic (html) emails; 
• Manages a Subscriber List with multiple sub-“Groups” for targetted mail; 

(e.g. “Wants Newsletter”, “Wants Event Invitations”, “AGM Notification”,...); 
• emails include links to where clients can amend their own subscriber data; 
• clients can change addresses, choose which groups to be on; 
• many options for status tracking - failed / delivered, opened, clicked-

through,.. 
• good enough to be used by big organisations like Tear Fund. 

Questions & Answers:  

• Q: How to send attachments (Newsletter PDF etc.)? 
A: MailChimp recommend that you Do NOT Do This! 

• Q: Does it require us to use Google Apps? ...integration is an “option”? 
A: Integration gives you a single sign-on to a professional corporate 
domain. 
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Why don’t we just use distribution lists? 

In the following example, we attempted to set up a distribution list of 700+ 
followers of the leadership training charity, Formation. 

Here are the instructions to create a distribution list in Google Mail, and use it 
to send out emails (say, with a newsletter for subscribers). Apologies for 
spoiling the end of the story, but in a page or two, we’ll find that this method 
does not work quite well enough! For educational purposes, here’s how you’d 
expect it to work (only worth reading if you want to contact less than 500 
recipients). 
 
First, get from Google Mail to “Contacts” using the top-left menu as shown 
below: 

 
 
Note: one of the applications available (under the “more” option) is called 
“MailChimp”. A Google search will reveal that MailChimp is a system for 
doing mail-shots! Maybe we need to learn more about that? There are 
technical limitations to using simple email for bulk messaging, as we’ll see 
later. MailChimp is likely to take longer to learn, but provide a more “robust” 
method. 
 
This is what you will see when you get to the “Contacts” page: 
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The next step is to search through the 998 Contacts for anyone whose 
contact details contain the words “Formation Update”. Conveniently for us, the 
text “Formation Update” has been added to every contact that wants to 
receive updates from Formation. Use the “search contacts” box at the top. 

 
 
 
When you press “Search”, the list, “My Contacts” is reduced to 746 contacts, 
as shown above. You might get a different number. The next step is to select 
all these contacts, so that we can create a “Group” from them. There is a link 
for “Select All” which (literally) ticks all the boxes. 

 
 
The next step is to save the selected contacts into a Group. We will then be 
able to address an email them all by referring just once to the Group’s name. 
There is a button titled, “Groups”. Press that, and take the option to create a 
“New Group”.  
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Type in a name for your new Distribution List (Group). Immediately you will 
see the new Group name appear in the list in the left column. In this case I 
called the new distribution list, “Formation Update” as shown below: 

 
Once again, click on “Select All”. This will reveal the option to send an email 
to the selected contacts, in this case, every member of the “Formation 
Update” group: 
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If you now click on the blue “Email” link, you get a small disappointment...  

 
 
A message appears “Too many contacts selected” because we may not 
send an email to more than 500 contacts in this way. However, if we return to 
the email page, we find we can use the Group to address all members.  
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The Group name can be used instead of a contact name. When you press 
enter, that is then expanded into a list of 746 email addresses. BUT,S Don’t 
send it! First check the net for advice!  
 
http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2008/06/gmails-limitations-for-sending-
messages.html 
http://www.labnol.org/internet/email/gmail-daily-limit-sending-bulk-email/2191/ 
 
The above articles tell us Google will suspend our account for about a day if 
we try to exceed 2000 messages per day, or 100 emails per message (using 
Outlook) or 500 emails per message (using mail.google.com). You might also 
get suspended for using too many invalid addresses (25?), so we must keep 
the list up to date. 
 
Even better - use MailChimp, so that clients can update their own data! 
 

in progress of being re-organised: 

To send out mail shots you need a special application, and the good news is 
that you can get a free service at least until you start doing more than 12,000 
mails a month, or address more than 2,000 subscribers. At that point you 
probably have enough financial support coming in to afford the (reasonable) 
first tier charges. 
 
I'm talking about MailChimp. 
 
MailChimp.com has everything you need on the site. You sign up, you upload 
your address list, you put people into groups (subsets) and then set up 
mailshots. There are templates to get started easily, and then you can design 
your own later. It solves more problems than just elegance, it also allows you 
to send 100s of emails without getting closed down by your email server (yes, 
that can happen!) and it tracks the results - bad addresses, how many people 
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have received, opened, clicked through,.. etc So that you can compare the 
relative effectiveness of each mailshot. I think this is called, "Analytics". You 
add this quarter's image and story, and send it to the  
appropriate targetted group - supporters / observers / prayer partners / church 
leaders / etc. 
 
When the users receive your mailshot, they can click through the subscription 
option. They're redirected to a webpage where they can manage their 
subscription, elect which groups to subscribe or un-subscribe, and amend 
their name and email address etc. 
 
MailChimp also keeps you efficient and legal by automatically weeding out 
duplicate addresses, and "illegal" addresses, such as info@this.com or 
admin@that.com.  

To get mail sent to and from your own domain, a neat way is to use Google 
Apps. Google Apps is free for the first 50 users, with typical support levels (i.e. 
help yourself). It gives you Google Mail, Docs, Photos (?), Videos, and so 
on,.. all in your own private domain. 
 
Use MailChimp's GoogleApps Plug-In - NOT the MailChimp WebSite 
You can also add Plug-Ins (including MailChimp) which make your entire 
office & mailshot system (integrated). This means you only log in once to 
access all those services from a single menu. That's the key point.. 
Then you get nice features like sharing the "all-important" contacts database 
between users at the domain. 
 


